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ABSTRACT 
At present many computer systems log in pattern as user id and passwords to authenticate users. In an organization 

the people share their log in with colleagues and request these colleagues to complete the co tasks, there by affect 

the computer domain security. Internal attackers are known users of the system, who attack the system internally 

and its difficult to detect. In this paper, we propose Decision Tree and Forensic Methodology for Detecting and 

preventing internal attackers. Decision Tree and forensic Methodology creates user profile for users to keep track of 

their usage habits called as forensic features. Decision Tree and forensic Methodology work with intrusion 

detection mechanism. Network based attacks are identified by predefined algorithm. Decision Tree and forensic 

Methodology collected in the class limited system call list, as a key component of the system cal l monitor and filter. 

Decision Tree and forensic Methodology feasibility and accuracy are verified by Decisive rate threshold. User’s 

Forensic features are identified and analyzed by corresponding system call sequence. Decision Tree and forensic 

Methodology able to port into parallel system to enhance the accuracy of attack detection and shorten the attacker’s 

response time. 

Keyword: - Decision Tree, system call list, system call sequence, forensic features, system call monitor and filter. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

An intruder is a person who attempts to gain unauthorized access to the system to damage that system or to disturb 

data on the system. The intruder normally classified into three classes : Masquerader (outside) attack : They are 

typically outsiders from the trusted users and are not authorized to use the computer systems. These intruders 

penetrate the system protection by way of legitimate user accounts. Misfeasor (inside)attack : They are typically 

insiders and legitimate users who accesses resources that they are not authorized to use. Or they may be authorized 

but misuses privileges. Clandestine user (outside and inside) attack : These type of intruders gain supervisory access 

to the system. Intrusion detection and protection system (IDPS) have become a necessary addition to the security 

infrastructure of nearly every organization. An IDPS can provide some amount of quality control for security policy 

management. They maintain logs about the threats that they detect. IDPS technology adapts statistical meth od 

measurements are false positive and false negative. False positive indicate that the IDPS identifies malicious 

activity. False negative indicate fail to identify a malicious activity. The main objective of IDPS is to prevent or 

reduce the false negative. IDPS has a various detection methods Signature based detection comparing the signature 

with signifies a known threat against the events that are observed. Signature based detection is simple detection 
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method, but ineffective against unknown threats. Grant Pannell et al [6] Anomaly based detection generally builds 

up the profile for the normal behaviors of the user’s hosts or network connections or application and it matches the 

present activities with those profiles.  Profile is generated over a period, this period being called a training period. 

Profiles classified into two types: static profile and dynamic profile. Static profiles are not changed for a long period. 

A dynamic profile constantly gets updated with additional events. Static profiles are not suitable as they get outdated 

soon . Dynamic profiles do not suffer from this deficiency. 

1.1 Data mining 

Data mining techniques play a vital role in intrusion detection system. Data mining is a procedure of mining 

knowledge from data. Data mining tools automatically predict future input and behavior of the system. Data mining 

techniques are classification, clustering, frequent pattern mining, mining data streams. Decision tree is one the data 

mining algorithm. In this paper analyze misuse and anomaly detection using decision tree algorithm. 

1.2 Decision tree 

Decision tree based on classification techniques. Decision tree implemented by decision theory and statistics, high 

effective tool for data mining, information extraction, machine learning and pattern recognition. From an intrusion 

detection perspective the classification algorithm characterize the system behavior. Classification algorithms create a 

decision tree for identifying pattern in data set. The input of algorithm is reclassified data. Decision t ree provide a 

set of rules that can categorize new data. The decision tree techniques satisfy a minimum set of requirements to 

produce real results for an organization. 

 

2.  RELATED WORK 
K. A. Garcia et al [13] proposed Markov chain model describe the user’s normal operations based on system call 

analyzing. This model use pattern extraction model to identify the particular crime data. But this model not able 

to support remote login and also not able find the specific type of intrusion.A. KARTIT et al [12]  proposed 

security policy at three levels. The three levels are external protection , functional security policies and 

operational security policies.These three levels combined and act against inside and outside the attack. New 

approach model use event reconstruction algorithm for identify the system weakness and improve the security 

policies and increase system performance. But these systems cannot detect any new type of intrusion. Third level 

of operational security policy require sensor. The sensor monitor the organization whether the particular person is 

present or not . if the person is absent the data’s are rejected by the system and send a alarm to the 

administrator.Identifying the malicious nodes in network coding based peer to peer streaming network p ropose a 

novel approach to limiting the pollution attack by identifying the malicious nodes. Pollution attack describe the 

valid packets are mixed with invalid and malicious packets .So the whole networks are quickly polluted. This 

system uses two techniques on fly verification and error correction. On fly verification allow the intermediate 

node for verify the blocks. Error correction correcting the affected block based on redundancy. The advantage of 

the system is server broadcast authenticated message to  all nodes via public key .so the authenticated message 

/information is accepted by sink. Disadvantage of the system is cannot find the suspicious neighbor that sent it a 

corrupted block.Fang-Yie Leu  et al [5] proposed  profile concept. A system keep track the user usage habit as 

forensic technique store in user profile. The intrusion detection system identified the underlying user is current 

account holder or not. The detection accuracy is 98.9% and response time is 0.45s.The first challenge of system is 

not able to manage the huge amount of data and also need a fast algorithm and grid computing to speed up data 

processing.Q. Chen, S. Abdelwahed[14] proposed  self protection SCADA system monitor the industry 

environment condition of physical infrastructure. The application of scada is nuclear power plant and municipal 

water system.SCADA(Supervisory Control and Data Acquistion) gather the information from the system if any 

leakage in the system it just give the alaram to the central site.SCADA use methods su pervisory control 

procdures. It involves HW[field solution],SW[set or control] and GUI procedures. SCADA mainly focus on 
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system design, coding and verification control application.SCADA use signature based ids detection . It 

effectively resist the upcoming attacks. But SCADA detection only on log attack activities.Tarek Abbes Loria  et 

al [11] proposed a concept as pattern matching and protocol analysis. Pattern matching and protocol analysis are 

combined together to effectively resist the network malicious . Protocol analysis monitor and analysis protocols 

used in the system. It also monitor and analysis the dynamic behavior and state of the protocol.J. T. Giffin, et al 

[9]  proposed a method as model checking restrict program execution by system call sequen ce(SC). Application 

system call behavior and security critical operating system state , detect the actual attack. If any undetected attack 

present ,detection based on frequently used system call  sequence .Attacks are discovered by system call sequence 

against sandboxed operating system.S. Gajek et al [10] proposed Compartmentalization of different trust level 

applications were isolated, Credentials and authenticating sensitive services stored by trusted wallet. Resolves 

Phishing sites of domain names by DNS server accessed by user. Trusted and entrusted domain may not sufficient 

for  phishing scenario.F. Y. Leu, et al [3] Grid based platform proposed  a method as dynamic grid based 

intrusion detection environment (DGIDE).DGIDE detect a large amount of intru sion packets and to manage the 

dynamic grid environment. Main advantage is balance detection workload among detectors. But detection process 

cannot continue for unfinished task.Z. Shan, X. Wang et al [4]  Os level virtualization propose a concept as 

secom. Secom is a vm commitment system call.sec om naturally ignore malicious state changes. Secomm consists 

of three stages : Grouping state changes, distinguishing the malicious cluster, committing benign cluster. 

Malicious objects are recognized by coarse grained in a cluster fashion. It contains benign and malicious objects. 

But benign objects are only updated with in the vm and back to the host environment. 

 

3. DECISION TREE AND FORENSIC METHODOLOGY FOR DETECTING AND 

PREVENTING INTERNAL ATTACKERS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -1: Architecture of preventing and detecting internal attacker  
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3.1 MINING SERVER 

 Mining server are run on the local computational grid to accelerate the IIDPS’s online detection and mining speeds 

and enhance its detection and mining capability. If a user logs in to the system by using another person’s login 

pattern, the IIDPS identifies who the underlying user is by computing the similarity scores between the user’s 

current inputs, i.e., SCs, and the behavior patterns stored in different users’ user profiles. IIDPS, the SCs collected in 

the class-limited-SC list, as a key component of the SC monitor and filter, are the SCs prohibited to be used by 

different groups/classes of users in the underlying system. 

ALGORITHM FOR MINING SERVER: 

HABIT FILE GENERATION 

Input: user log file 

Output: user habit file 

Habit = Extract long term common system call sequence from user log file. 

Log sliding window[N] = user log file[N]; 

/* sliding window size is 10 */ 

G = Log sliding window  - user log file; 

Log sliding window[10] = user log file [10]; 

k-window[k] = current user’s system call sequence ;  

k’window[10] = k-window[10]; 

if(system call pattern already exists in the habit file) 

            count = sytem call pattern + 1; 

else 

         insert system call pattern into the habit file. 

SYSTEM CALL MONITOR AND FILTER  

 The SC monitor and filter, as a loadable module embedded in          the kernel of the system. System calls are 

collected and submitted to the kernel .System calls are stores in the format of uid,p id,sc in the protected system 

where uid, pid, and SC represent the user ID, the process ID, and the SC  submitted by the underlying user. It also 

stores the user inputs in the user’s log file, which a file is keeping the SCs submitted by the user Submitted  

sequence. 

ATTACK REALIZATION TOOL 
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Attack realization tool maintain all types of attacks such as probe, Remote to User Attacks, User to Root Attacks, 

Distributed denial of attacks. Attack realizations create a attacker profile. The attacker pattern system calls are not 

commonly used by other users. So the attacker pattern system call has the high similarity weight. 

SECURITY MONITOR 

Security monitor is similar to administrator. Administrators allocate the task to users. The administrator monitor the 

all users behavior through wan or LAN. The user current input information is stored in user log file. The security 

monitor updates the attack realization when a new type of attack is discovered. 

DETECTION SERVER:  

Detection server gets the system call from underlying user. When users executing the system calls and stores these 

system calls in user log file. Then the detection server identified whether the user is authenticated user or not. 

Detection server identification based on system call pattern analysis. System call pattern analyzed by similarity 

score between the users’s currently generated system calls and user’s usage habit system calls. The similarity score 

between the current user’s system call and authenticated user system calls are ranked based on simila rity threshold If 

threshold value is less than the similarity threshold value then the detection server identified the intruder is not 

present into the system. Detection server informs to the system call monitor and filter to concealed the current user 

from preserve system. 

ALGORITHM FOR GENERATING USER PROFILE  

Input: Current user system call sequence(CSC)(each time multiple user system call sequence is input) 

Output:  Finding an insider attacker  

1. CSC = 0; 

2. While (receiving user’s input system call sequence) 

3. If (CSC >  | habit sliding window |) 

4.     { 

5.              Long Sliding Window = Right(CSC /habit sliding window);  

6.      For( k = |CSC | - |k-window |; k>0;k--) 

7.       K’window = mid(CSC,k,|k-window|); 

8.  /* middle(x,y,z) return sliding window size(L) beginning at the position of y  

9.  From x */ 

10.  Compare k-window and k’window by using comparison method ;  

11. For (each user <= N) 

12.  Calculate the similarity score .similarity(user,systemcall) between    current user and user profile ) 

13.  If(CSC  mod input size ) == 0) 

14.  /* input size is 15 -> find whether the user is account holder or not in every 15 input system call.   

15. } 

16. Assign all users similarity scores are ascending order . 

17. If(decisive rate of user profile < threshold) 

18.   { 

19.         /* threshold is predefined average decis ive rate of user’s profile.*/ 

20.  Attacker are not present into the system proceeding the work continuously. 

21. } 

22. Else 

23. { 

24.      Alert system call monitor and filter the attacker are entered into the system ;  

25. } 
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4. FLOW CHART  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -2: Flow chart for preventing and detecting internal attacker 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

 

HABIT FILE GENERATION  

Admin analyze the user’s log file. System call sequences are extracted from user’s log file. The system call 

appear in the file should be counted. System call pattern similarity weights are calculated by using team 

frequency inverse document frequency (TF- IDF).Frequently used system call pattern has high similarity weight. 

Common similarity patterns are eliminated and store it in the user habit file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -3: Habit file generation 
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 ATTACKER DETECTION  

Detection server get the input from user profile and current user profile. Detection server analyze the attacker 

specific pattern .If the attacker specific pattern present in the user profile the detectio n server sent the signal to 

system call monitor . The system call monitor isolate the system from unauthorized user for prevent the system with 

0.45 seconds.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -4: Attacker Detection 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper we have proposed Decision tree and forensic methodology for detecting and preventing internal 

attackers to analyze the corresponding system call pattern for each user. That time the system call patterns were 

counted and habit file was generated. User common system call pattern behaviors are filter out and find the 

similarity score between the system call pattern created  the user profile. With help of decisive rate threshold to 

identify whether the user is authorized account holder or not. The further study will be improving the Decisio n tree 

and forensic methodology for detecting and preventing internal attacker's performance and response time to 

effectively oppose the insider attacker. 
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